Art of packaging ...

We are the leader in industrial
packaging in Central Europe

International presence
We h
have no boundaries and we always find a solution. For each
product we will find the best way to pack it. To achieve first-class
prod
results, we use an innovation and development centre, a material
resul
packaging testing room, as well as entire production plants and
and p
logistics centres. We make work easier for small and large companies
logis
only throughout Europe. We also have long-term clients outside
not o
Czech Republic, for example in Germany, Turkey, Slovakia, Poland,
the C
Italy,
aly,
y, Spain, even in Morocco or the USA.

“You can pack anything
with us. Reliably!”

Since 1991

Comprehensive
services tailored
to your needs

We have been involved in industrial packaging for a really long
ng
time. We have built a strong and stable business during that
time. Our strengths are first-rate know-how, quality production
on
and professional service. That is why we have maintained a high
standard of all our products and services over many years.

You kknow what you need to pack and everything else is up to us.
Thanks to our first-rate service, you will save time, costs, manpower
Than
and sspace in your warehouses. We approach each project individually,
take into account all aspects and oﬀer comprehensive solutions.

1991
TART is founded

1993
production of packaging
materials started

2001
the first subsidiary
abroad opened

2007
one billion turnover
achieved

2013
TART expanded
with export
packaging division

2020
exporting to Africa
and the USA started

We have perfected
the packaging process
Each of your products travels a long way before they reach their destination.
ination.
Therefore, place them in the safety of TART packaging. Our craft is to carefully design,
professionally produce and reliably deliver packaging solutions. We are experts
in packaging solutions – and have been for more than 30 years.

We will take care of your product perfectly
Focus on the essence of your business and leave the concern for
packaging to us. Thanks to the sophisticated and never-ending
customer care process, we always find the optimal solution.

Analysis

Development and design

Production

We want to get to know you
and your product. It's the only
way to find out exactly what
you need.

Each product is unique and
the packaging must match this.
We always come up with the optimal
solution in our development centres.

Packaging and packaging materials
are produced in our own production
plants. Therefore, we can
guarantee their top quality.

Logistics

Services

We plan logistics according
to customer requirements. We will
deliver everything necessary at the right
time to the agreed place. Always.

Do you need to construct the packaging?
Do you need to pack the products
straight away? Do you need to train the
employees? Our customer care does not
end with the production of packaging.

“We will show you elegant
and innovative solutions”

“We have put together a wide
range of services for you”

Analysis of the packaging process
Development of packaging
Packaging testing
Kitting
Just In Time
Storage and logistics
Export packaging
Handling
Training

Packaging
We not only oﬀer first-class packaging, but we also
provide comprehensive service. Therefore, services
facilitating work and reducing costs are an integral part
of our oﬀer. We are thus creating a whole new dimension
of industrial packaging.
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We are manufacturers!
Our strength is that we use our own production plants to produce the packaging
and packaging materials. We produce packaging at the highest level that will 100%
protect your products, facilitate their handling and storage. And it does not matter
if it is foil, box, filling system, wooden box or returnable packaging. We always use
quality and proven materials. In addition, we use our know-how, many years
of experience and meticulous work to produce the perfect packaging.

Keeping up with the future
We never rest on our laurels. We constantly invest in our production facilities,
educate our employees and follow the latest trends. As part of our own research
and development, we continue to look for new, better packaging and packaging
materials. We do all this in order to always be able to produce modern packaging
solutions that meet even the most demanding requirements of our customers.

“Packaging is born in our company”

“We are a well-coordinated orchestra”

We are well
tuned
At TART, we can do a lot by eﬀectively organising
work, employees and resources into seven
divisions. Production of multilayer foils,
installation of packaging lines, application
of migration corrosion inhibitors or development
of custom packaging – nothing is impossible for us!

Packing Machines
Division

Complex Packaging
Division

We do not only oﬀer one universal product,
but we always choose an individual approach
and a unique solution. Thanks to specialists for
every field of industrial packaging, we are able
to fulfil all our customer wishes: precisely and
comprehensively.

Thermo-reflective Films
Division
Anticorrosive Materials
Division

Export Packaging
Division

Envira Compostable
Materials Division

Packaging Materials
Division

“Quality-polished packaging”

Packaging
Materials Division

(Not)popping since 1998
We are the largest producer of bubble
wrap in Central Europe. And it is a real
alchemy! Its construction consists of
a combination of unique formulas
and the use of nanotechnology on
state-of-the-art machines. The result
is a BUFO® barrier with extraordinary
properties, which consists of many
microlayers. That is why the air does
not just escape from it. It takes a lot of
strength to pop this bubble wrapping.

Everything in the world can be packed perfectly.
In addition to the common types of packaging
that we have in stock at all times, we produce
any packaging tailored to your needs. Material, size,
colour or design – in short, infinite combinations.
You can always find the best packaging in TART.

We are meticulous on packaging
We make most of the packaging ourselves, which
allows us to take a good look at its quality and design.
We control production costs and availability.

High quality, low cost
We supply packaging of all kinds,
shapes, sizes and materials.
Box, tape, crate or foil? With TART,
you will immediately find the right and
cheapest solution. So, there is no worry
or stress for you, just carefully wrap
the product and get it safely on route.

We are really strong at

1000+
Own production

Fast delivery

Tailor-made advice
and packaging

More than 1,000
items in stock

You can find all packaging at TART

Stretch film

Packaging adhesive and technical tapes

Teflon materials

Polystyrene packaging

Bubble wrap

Binding tapes

Cartonplast

Nolco-flex

Polyethylene foils

Foam polyethylene

Cardboard and cartons

Wooden packaging

Polyolefin foils

Filling and cushioning systems

Paper products

tart.eu

“Let people create and machines work”

Packing Machines
Division

Eﬀectively, economically, energy-eﬀiciently
Waste not want not. And if you use packing machines, you waste even less!
Packaging machines and lines consume less packaging material than is
usually used in hand-packaging. Most importantly, each of our machines
significantly reduces labour costs and therefore your money.

With our machines that are compatible with all types of packaging,
you can pack anything. We stock machines for diﬀerent packaging needs:
from simple hand-held units to fully automated packaging lines.

The ingenious solution lies in technology
Our most powerful helpers are automated packaging
machines and lines. They can be incorporated directly
into the production line and will do all the work for you.
.

They have a high capacity

.

They can be tailored to your needs

.

They offer a wide range of packaging

.

They work quickly, cheaply and reliably

What we can help you with

Tailor-made advice
and solutions

Professional installation
and testing

Our oﬀer of packaging machines

Operator training

Complete warranty
and post-warranty
service

+
+
+
+

Packing lines
Wrapping machines
Strapping machines
Sacking machines

+
+
+
+

Foil packaging machines
Gluing machines
Welding machines
Palletising machines

strojenabaleni.cz

“Dream packaging under your baton”

Complex Packaging
Division

Unique V.I.C.O.® system
Our production meets the
requirements of the 21st century.
V.I.C.O.® (Value Inside Checkpoint
Outside) - is the returnable packaging
system. V.I.C.O. returnable packaging
system guarantees material and time
savings, faster product transport
and significant reduction of waste
production.

The leading division within industrial packaging.
The most demanding packaging solutions are
created right here. We develop and produce original
packaging for specific products. We are strong
mainly in the automotive, electrotechnical
and engineering industries.

Perfection is all about the detail
TART packaging solutions will meet your expectations:
.

Ensure perfect protection for packaged products

.

Guarantee long service life and durability of packaging

.

Allow easy handling

.

Reduce transport or storage costs

.

Allow easy recyclability

We received the Packaging of the Year
award for two packaging solutions
using the V.I.C.O.® system.

The packaging production process is all under our direction

Analysis

Design
and development

Quality testing

Own production

What types of solutions do we oﬀer

+
+
+
+

+
Plastic boxes
+
High-volume boxes
+
Fittings and cushioning inserts
+
Returnable packaging

Sewn inserts and packaging
Metal structures
Wooden packaging
Screens and grids

+
+
+
+

Cardboard boxes
Blisters
Euro crates
Complex designed packaging

packagingsolution.eu

“We are ready to meet the challenges”

Export Packaging
Division

Foils that even surpass steel
Mi 24 Combat Helicopters of the Czech Army are safe
under our wing. We have provided these machines with
several years of protection against corrosion, weather
and dust with our special packaging. And if the order
is given, they are immediately ready for action!

Imagine an extreme dimension shipment that is the maximum
possible weight and it needs to be transported halfway around the
world. In the export packaging process, we take into account many
diﬀerent factors, but there is always one single goal: the goods
must arrive at their destination in perfect condition under any
circumstances.

We pack, load and transport
We will design, manufacture, pack and
take away. There is only one thing left for you –
to deliver the product you need to transport.
We will figure out everything else.

We oﬀer comprehensive service

Design
and development

Own production

Storage

By road, rail, water or air

Loading
and unloading

Transport

zamorskebaleni.cz

“So that your business doesn't seize up”

Anticorrosive Materials
Division
Win the battle against rust with VpCI®
corrosion inhibitors

What happens to the submachine gun left open
to the wind and rain? It corrodes! All industries
have the same enemy. Corrosion aﬀects a variety
of types of metals used, but it is also aﬀected
by the way they are processed, used or exposed
to aggressive environment.

The main weapon in the fight against corrosion
is migratory corrosion inhibitors of VpCI ®
(Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibitors). Microscopic
particles create a thin protective shield on the metal
surface – even in places where normal protection
cannot reach.

We have a patent to fight corrosion
We are the exclusive supplier of anticorrosive VpCI®
Cortec products® for the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Outsmart the problem

The following sectors work with us:
.

mechanical engineering

.

petrochemical industry

.

metal processing industry

.

telecommunication

.

electronics industry

.

building industry

.

automotive industry

Regular preventive use of Cortec products®
increases the life of machines. Secure their
faithful services with corrosion inhibitor
products. Production will go smoothly
without unnecessary downtime.

We oﬀer comprehensive service

Client support
and consultancy

Quality testing

Training

Many ways to protect, equally great result

+
+
+
+
+

Anticorrosive packaging materials
Anticorrosive preservatives
Cleaning and degreasing agents
Rust removers
Additives for operating fluids

+
+
+
+
+

Additives to coatings
Metalworking emulsion
Anticorrosive coatings
Migratory corrosion inhibitors for reinforced concrete
Moisture displacers

cortecvci.cz

“Step out of the shadows with us”

SUNFLEX®
Division

Thermo-reflective foil

What do thermos, space suit and SUNFLEX foils have
in common? They reflect heat and thus insulate. In winter,
SUNFLEX thermo-reflective film® reflects radiant heat
back into the interiors preventing it from escaping.
On the contrary, in summer, it protects indoor spaces
from overheating.

100%

vapour-sealed barrier

95%

Save costs with thanks
to the unique technology

reflection of thermal radiation

Thermo-reflective building foils SUNFLEX® are modern
solutions within building insulation systems and
contribute to savings in heating or air conditioning
costs. SUNFLEX® foils can be used literally throughout
the whole house: from the base plate to the roof.

cost savings

SUNFLEX® foil can be used as

Our guarantee

We are manufacturers

20%

Client support
and consultancy

Cost savings

+
+
+

Attic, roof and ceiling insulation
Walls and floors insulation
Under underfloor heating insulation

+
+
+

Pipe insulation
Vented façade insulation
Reflecting plates behind the radiator

sunflex.cz

“We care about the future”

We take sustainable
development seriously
100% compostable packaging

We preserve nature for future generations! For us, protecting the environment
is not just a phrase, but a real goal. That's why we are reducing the carbon
footprint and all other possible impacts on nature in many diﬀerent ways:

They have grown in the field and they are going
to go back to the field. Environmentally friendly
Envira ® packaging is produced purely from
potato or corn waste starches. They also have
a better appearance and mechanical properties
than polyethylene materials. And once they
have fulfilled their purpose, they do not
contaminate nature with microplastics.
They compost down into pure biomass which
then serves as a fertilizer for other crops.

Research and development – We open doors wide to innovation.
We try new formulas and production processes; we develop new
packaging designs – all in order to reduce the amount of material
whilst maintaining the top quality of the packaging. For example,
we produce packaging foils in half the thicknesses than is usual,
but they are still the same strength.
Sophisticated logistics – One vehicle, several shipments.
Transport has a big impact on the carbon footprint so we try
to make it as eﬀicient as possible. Carefully thought-out logistics
enables us to reduce the negative environmental impacts of transport.

Compared to plastic packaging, Envira®
products have many advantages:

Returnable packaging system – No unnecessary waste. We produce
reusable packaging that can be used over and over for many months and
years. It can be easily folded thus taking up much less space in vehicles.

.
.

meet the environmental standard ČSN EN 13432

Use of secondary raw materials – The days of secondary raw materials
in our country are numbered. For the production of our packaging,
we use over 400 tons of recycled paper or plastic waste per year.

.

prevent moulding of food and prolongs its

compost certificate

lifespan

Recycling – All our packaging is recyclable. After they have reached the end
of their life, another product will be made from them.

Our guarantee

We are manufacturers

Client support
and consultancy

Our products are guaranteed to be

Sustainable process

100%

recyclable

produced from renewable resources with OK

.

absorb odour

.

do not burden nature and promote
sustainable development

Envira compostable packaging options
Bubble wrap

Bags

Bags and sacks

Foil

Lufti Air Cushions

envira.cz

Satisfied clients are proof of our art of packing. Without them, TART packaging would
be meaningless. And without our solutions, they would not be able to deliver their goods
to their customers. It is our clients who create TART packaging stories. Throughout Europe
and beyond.

... wherever they are
TART Group
Export

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Germany

T: +420 548 210 500
E: info.cz@tart.eu

T: +421 327 719 210
E: info.sk@tart.eu

T: +49 (0) 2173-89 31 866
E: info.de@tart.eu

Poland

Hungary

Turkey

T: +48 34 365 07 32
E: info.pl@tart.eu

T: +420 602 451 927
E: info.hu@tart.eu

T: +90 850 955 16 18
E: info.tr@tart.eu
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“If you're looking for a reliable partner,
you have just found us!”
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Quality verified
by regular clients ...

The FSC®-certiﬁed
products on request
only

tart.eu

“TART´s vision is to guarantee
reliability and quality to our partners,
and stability and meaningful work
to our employees. Our mission
is to provide professional product
protection solutions for distribution.”

tart.eu

verzion 1.0.

Michal Hort, Company Director

